While kinetic energy of a massive particle generally has quadratic dependence on its momentum, a flat, dispersionless energy band is realized in crystals with specific lattice structures. Such macroscopic degeneracy causes the emergence of localized eigenstates and has been a key concept in the context of itinerant ferromagnetism. Here we report the realization of a "Lieb lattice" configuration with an optical lattice, which has a flat energy band as the first excited state. Our optical lattice potential possesses various degrees of freedom about its manipulation, which enables coherent transfer of a Bose-Einstein condensate into the flat band. In addition to measuring lifetime of the flat band population for different tight-binding parameters, we investigate the inter-sublattice dynamics of the system by projecting the sublattice population onto the band population. This measurement clearly shows the formation of the localized state with the specific sublattice decoupled in the flat band, and even detects the presence of flat-band breaking perturbations, resulting in the delocalization.
While kinetic energy of a massive particle generally has quadratic dependence on its momentum, a flat, dispersionless energy band is realized in crystals with specific lattice structures. Such macroscopic degeneracy causes the emergence of localized eigenstates and has been a key concept in the context of itinerant ferromagnetism. Here we report the realization of a "Lieb lattice" configuration with an optical lattice, which has a flat energy band as the first excited state. Our optical lattice potential possesses various degrees of freedom about its manipulation, which enables coherent transfer of a Bose-Einstein condensate into the flat band. In addition to measuring lifetime of the flat band population for different tight-binding parameters, we investigate the inter-sublattice dynamics of the system by projecting the sublattice population onto the band population. This measurement clearly shows the formation of the localized state with the specific sublattice decoupled in the flat band, and even detects the presence of flat-band breaking perturbations, resulting in the delocalization.
Our results will open up the possibilities of exploring physics of flat band with a highly controllable quantum system. Many-body properties of a quantum system show drastic changes according to the geometry of an underlying lattice structure. One of the textbook examples is an antiferromagnet on a frustrated lattice geometry [1] , where the geometric frustration prevents spins from Nèel ordering and the system exhibits more nontrivial, correlated ground state. Specific lattice geometry can also induce frustration of kinetic energy. In this case a macroscopic number of momentum eigenstates are energetically degenerate, forming a dispersionless flat band. Flat bands have been playing an important role in theoretical study of itinerant ferromagnetism, as the presence of interaction lifts the bulk degeneracy and chooses the ferromagnetic ground state [2] [3] [4] .
Ultracold atomic gases in a periodic potential generated by standing waves of laser light (optical lattices) have made a great success in realizing controllable manybody systems described by well-defined theoretical models of interest, such as the Hubbard model [5, 6] . Recently, increasing experimental efforts have been made to create and investigate non-standard (other than simple cubic) optical lattices which have unique geometric features [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Among them, a kagome lattice [14] is a promising candidate for exploring flat band physics. However, the negative hopping amplitude, which is natural for ultracold atoms, forces the flat band to be energetically highest among the three s-orbitals, and so far phenomena characteristic to the flat band have not been reported. A different type of lattice structure known as a Lieb lattice, also referred as a decorated square lattice, or a d-p model in the analogy to CuO 2 plane of a High-T c superconductor [16] , similarly has a flat band as the second (first excited) band. It consists of two sublattices: one of them forms a standard square lattice (the A-sublattice in Fig. 1a ) and the other lies on every side of the square. For convenience, we further divide the latter into the Band C-sublattices. The single particle energy spectrum in the tight binding limit (Fig. 1b) has the characteristic flat band and the Dirac cone on the corner of the Brillouin zone. This lattice satisfies the criteria for the occurrence of Lieb's ferrimagnetism, which states that the half-filled spin-1/2 fermions exhibits nonzero magnetization for a positive on-site interaction [2] . Also for bosonic systems, a flat band gives a fascinating question of whether condensation is possible in the presence of kinetic energy frustration. Theoretical investigation predicts supersolid order for a flat band [17] . The Lieb lattice was recently realized in a photonic lattice [18] where the electric field passing through the lattice emulates time evolution of single-particle wave function. Also, Bose condensation of polaritons in one-dimensional analogue of the Lieb lattice (sawtooth lattice) has also been reported [19] . Opticallattice realization of the Lieb lattice provides powerful quantum simulation of a closed, interacting many-body system.
In this paper, we present manipulation and detection of bosonic matter-wave in an optical Lieb lattice. An atomic condensate is coherently loaded into the flat band and its time evolution is measured in two ways: quasimonentumand sublattice-resolved detection, which reveal the localized character of the flat band wave function. Relatively short lifetime of atoms in the 2nd band was observed, while it can be made longer by increasing the band gap to the lowest band. This work paves the way to experimental study of flat band physics with cold atoms. Using Fermi gases with the Fermi energy lying at the flat band can avoid the lifetime problem and will provide ideal playground for investigating flat band ferromagnetism [20] [21] [22] and topological phases with artificial gauge fields [23] . 
FORMATION OF AN OPTICAL LIEB LATTICE
We construct the optical Lieb lattice by superimposing three types of optical lattices (see Fig. 1c and 1d ), leading to the potential
where z indicates the direction of gravity. Here, k L = 2π/λ is a wavenumber of a long lattice (with a depth V long ), for which we choose λ = 1064 nm. A short lattice (V short ) is formed by laser beams at 532 nm. A diagonal lattice (V diag ) with the wave number √ 2k L is realized by interference of the mutually orthogonal laser beams at 532 nm along the x-and z-directions. Compared to the proposals [24, 25] , equation (1) lacks a diagonal lattice with x + z spatial dependence. While this causes slightly larger discrepancy from the ideal tightbinding energy bands, the sufficiently deep lattices can reproduce the desired energy spectrum including the flat band, as seen in Fig. 1e . In the following, we specify each lattice depth in unit of long-lattice recoil energy as (s long , s short ,
and m is the atomic mass of 174 Yb. The motion of free bosons in the x-z plane is governed by tight-binding Hamiltonian
whereâ i is the annihilation operator on site i and n i =â † iâ i . The nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude J is mainly determined by V short , whereas the other lattice depths set an energy offset E S of each sublattice. Excepting the contribution from the zero-point energies of each potential well, they are approximately given by
long − V diag , which are able to be independently controlled by tuning the lattice depths. In the ydirection which is perpendicular to the Lieb lattice plane, the atoms are weakly confined in a harmonic trap (onedimensional tube configuration), unless otherwise specified. In addition to each lattice depth, three phase parameters should be set to φ x = φ z = 0 and ψ = π/2 in order to realize the characteristic three-sublattice structure of the Lieb lattice depicted in Fig. 1d (Methods).
LOADING BEC INTO A FLAT BAND BY PHASE IMPRINTING
One of the fundamental properties of flat bands is the localization of the wave function as a consequence of quantum-mechanical interference of traveling matter waves. The localization is due to a purely geometric effect, as we briefly explain below. The Hilbert space for the Lieb lattice in the tight-binding regime is spanned by the quasimomentum eigenstates of each sublattice |k, S (S = A, B, C). Nearest neighbor tunneling induces the momentum dependent coupling J AB = J cos k x d/2 between the A-and B-sublattices, and similarly J AC = J cos k z d/2 between the A-and C-sublattices, where d = 532 nm is the lattice periodicity. The flat band states are the zero-energy eigenstates cos θ|k, B − sin θ|k, C with tan θ = J AB /J AC , which have no amplitude on the A-sublattice. Consequently, a wave packet composed of the flat band states remains localized, as the tunneling from a B-site and a C-site destructively interfere on the adjacent A-site. We explore this nature in the following experiments. Here we note that the flat band in the Lieb lattice is mathematically equivalent to "dark states" of laser-coupled Λ-type three level systems in atomic physics. Here, three sublattices correspond to the basis of three levels, tunneling amplitudes serve as laserinduced coupling, and energy difference of each sublattice plays a role of the detuning of laser.
In a Lieb lattice, a flat band is realized as the first excited band, hence a BEC loaded adiabatically into an optical Lieb lattice is not populated in the flat band. However, tunability of our optical Lieb lattice enables to coherently transfer the population in the lowest band into the flat band by phase imprinting (see Fig. 2a ). The scheme is easily understood by considering tight-binding wave functions in each band. At zero quasimomentum and in the equal-offset condition E A = E B = E C , a simple calculation gives |1st = |A + (|B + |C )/ √ 2, |2nd = |B − |C , and |3rd = |A − (|B + |C )/ √ 2 from the 1st to the 3rd band, where we omit the momentum indices from the sublattice eigenstates (see also Supplementary Information). Taking advantage of rich controllability in our lattice potential, we can smoothly modify these eigenstates. With sufficiently large V diag (equivalently with large E A − E B,C ), the lowest Bloch state has essentially no amplitude in the A-sublattice, allowing to realize |B + |C state. Next, we apply sudden change in one of the long lattice, V (z) long . This creates the energy difference between the B-and C-sublattices and the relative phase of the condensate wave function starts to evolve with a period 2πh/(E C − E B ). In the basis of the initial band structure, this time evolution is a coherent oscillation between |1st and |2nd .
The explicit procedure of the loading and detecting a condensate in the flat band is as follows. We adiabatically load a BEC of 2 × 10 4 174 Yb atoms into the Lieb lattice with (s long , s short , s diag ) = (8, 8, 20) and apply sudden increase of s (z) long to 26.4 for variable duration. At the same time, we ramp s short up to 20 to prevent tunneling during the band transfer. After this sequence, we return the lattice depths to the initial values and perform adiabatic turning off of the lattice potential in order to map quasimomentum to free-particle momentum (band mapping) [26, 27] . Figure 2b shows the absorption images taken after 14 ms of the ballistic expansion, which reveal the interband dynamics of a condensate. At zero quasimomentum, atoms in the 2nd and 3rd band are mapped to the same point of the Brillouin zone. In addition, the finite spread of the condensate makes it difficult to precisely distinguish the population in the 2nd Brillouin zone from other neighboring zones. Therefore, Instead of plotting the population in the 2nd Brillouin zone, here we count atoms in the 1st Brillouin zone, and show the fraction of atoms in the other higher bands in Fig. 2c . For momentum space analysis, see Section III of Supplementary Information. We fit the data with the function in the form a exp(−t/τ )F th (t)+b(1−exp(−t/τ )), where F th (t) is the numerical solution of the single particle Schrödinger equation. In fitting the data, we adopt s Although the oscillations involve non-negligible contributions from the higher bands, at the half period of the first cycle we expect that > 75% of atoms are transferred to the 2nd band. This transfer method is also applicable in the presence of the lattice confinement along the y-axis, though the decay time of the oscillation τ = 86(7) µs is much shorter than the case of a weak harmonic confinement (1D-tube), τ = 260(10) µs.
RELAXATION DYNAMICS OF A FLAT BAND
We measure the lifetime of atoms in the 2nd band of the optical Lieb lattice. After transferring to the 2nd band, we change the depth s diag of the diagonal lattice to control the energy gap between the 1st and 2nd band. As well as the band gap [28] , lifetime of a quantum gas in the excited band is strongly affected by the density overlap with the states in the lower bands [29] . As we increase s diag , the average gap between the 1st and 2nd band becomes smaller and at the same time their density profiles become similar to each other. In the opposite limit of shallow s diag , the band gap increases and two bands have no density overlap, as the lowest band mostly consists of the A-sublattice. We take a variable hold time in the lattice, followed by band mapping to count the atom number in the excited bands. Typical absorption images are shown in Fig. 3a . The decay curves displayed in Fig. 3b show expected behavior of increasing lifetime with decreasing s diag . In addition, increasing the gap makes the dynamics more clearly separate into two process: decay of the condensate within the 2nd band (middle image of Fig. 3a) and decay of atoms into the lowest band (bottom image). We find that the curve is well fitted by double exponential with the form a 1 exp(−t/τ 1 )+a 2 exp(−t/τ 2 )+b.
The fast component τ 1 shows only weak dependence on s diag , whereas the slow component τ 2 shows over 20-fold changes from the smallest to largest s diag . We also extract the lifetime of the condensate in the 2nd band, τ c , by counting atoms on the corner of the 2nd Brillouin zone (Figure 3a) , and find similar behavior with τ 1 . This implies that the intial fast decay is related to the decay of the condensate, which involves the decay to the lower band with faster time constant compared with the noncondensed atoms.
LOCALIZATION OF A WAVE FUNCTION IN A FLAT BAND
As described above, the most intriguing property of a flat band is the localization of the wave function at certain sublattice sites. In the case of the Lieb lattice, the wave function of the flat band vanishes on the Asublattice. Here we reveal this property by observing the tunneling dynamics of a Bose gas initially condensed at the |− = |B −|C state, and compare it to the dynamics of the state with opposite relative phase, |+ = |B +|C . In order to observe real-space dynamics of the system, we perform projection measurement of the occupation number in each sublattice, which we call sublattice mapping. In this method, first we quickly change the lattice potential to ((s 14) , 20, 0). In this configuration, all three sublattices are energetically well separated from one another and the lowest three bands consist of the A-,B-and C-sublattice, respectively. This maps sublattice occupations to band occupations, which then can be measured by band mapping technique. Figure 4a shows the demonstration of this method, in the cases where atoms occupy only one of the sublattices. Note that the populations in the Band C-sublattices are mapped to the 2nd Brillouin zones for the one-dimensional lattice along the x and z-axis, respectively. This is because the turning off of the diagonal lattice decouples these two directions and the fundamental bands are labeled by the combination of band indices of 1D lattices.
We prepare the initial state |+ by simply loading a BEC into the Lieb lattice with deep V diag . On the other hand, the |− state is obtained by applying band transfer method to the |+ state. Dynamics of these initial states after the lattice depths are changed to satisfy the equal-offset condition E A = E B = E C is measured by the sublattice mapping. As shown in Fig. 4b , we reveal qualitatively different behaviors of these two states: the |− state shows a significant suppression of the Asublattice occupancy, indicating the freezing of the tunneling dynamics to the A-sublattice from the |− state with only a slow decay to the A-sublattice, whereas the |+ state exhibits coherent oscillations between the Aand (BC)-sublattices. This clearly features the geometric structure of the Lieb lattice mentioned above. Double exponential fit to the data for the |− initial state yields τ 1 = 0.36(4) ms and τ 2 = 5.5(9) ms, indicating that the leakage to the A-sublattice is caused by the decay to the lowest band.
In the Bloch basis, the state |+ is expressed as |1st − |3rd and its time evolution is driven by the band gap ∆E 3,1 which equals 4 √ 2J in the tight binding limit. After a half period πh/∆E 3,1 the state evolves to |A = |1st +|3rd , leading to coherent tunneling to the A-sublattice. Similarly, it is possible to arrange the initial lattice depths so that the lowest Bloch state has the maximum overlap with a certain superposition of |1st and |2nd . Sudden potential change to the Lieb lattice drives oscillation between the B-and C-sublattices, whose frequency gives the band gap ∆E 2,1 . We fit these data with a damped sinusoidal oscillation and compare the extracted frequency with the result of single particle band calculations (see Fig. 4c ). Qualitative behavior is well reproduced, while quantitative discrepancies are found. This is caused by interactions, as we present a systematic study of the density dependence of the oscillation frequency in Section IV of Supplementary Information.
We further investigate the tunneling dynamics of the |− initial state by adding the perturbations which destroy the flatness of the second band. The flatness is robust against the independent change of nearestneighbor tunneling amplitudes J x , J z along the x-and z-directions, and energy offset E A , just as a dark state in a Λ-type three level system persists regardless of laser intensities and detuning from the excited state. How- ever, if the energy difference between the B-and Csublattices is introduced -the two-photon Raman offresonant case -, the flat band is destroyed. Note that the finite E B − E C induces population in the A-sublattice even at k = 0. On the other hand, the direct diagonal tunneling between the B-and C-sublattices, which is another flat-band-breaking term existing in our system, keeps a dark state at k = 0 provided J x = J z . We create the energy difference by introducing the imbalance of ∆s long = s
long . Figure 4d shows the time dependence of the A-sublattice population for the |− initial state. It can be clearly seen that the coherent tunneling dynamics starts to grow as the lattice parameters deviate from the flat-band condition ∆s long = 0.
METHODS

Preparation of
174 Yb BEC After collecting about 10 7 atoms with a magnetooptical trap with the intercombination transition, the atoms are transferred to a crossed optical trap. Then we perform an evaporative cooling, resulting in an almost pure BEC with about 10 5 atoms with no discernable thermal component.
All of the optical lattice experiments presented in this paper are subject to additional weak confinement due to a crossed optical dipole trap operating at 532 nm. Gaussian shape of laser beams for the trap and lattices impose a harmonic confinement on atoms, whose frequencies are (ω x ′ , ω y ′ , ω z )/2π = (147, 37, 105) Hz at the lattice depths of (s long , s short , s diag ) = (8, 8, 9.5). Here, the x ′ -and y ′ -axes are tilted from the lattice axes (x and y) by 45
• in the same plane.
Construction of optical Lieb lattice
The relative phases between the long and short lattice (φ x , φ z ) can be adjusted by changing the frequency difference between these lattice beams [30] . The proper frequencies that realize the Lieb lattice (φ x = φ z = 0) are determined by analyzing the momentum distribution of a 174 Yb BEC released from the lattice, as in the case of the parameter ψ of the diagonal lattice (Supplementary Information). The relative phase between the long and short lattices at the position of atoms depends on the optical path lengths from common retro-reflection mirrors, and in general two phases φ x and φ z are not equal. We shift the frequency of long lattice laser by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) inserted in the path for the z-axis in order to simultaneously realize φ x = φ z = 0. Optimal frequency difference is sensitive to the alignment of the lattice beams and day-by-day calibration of the phases is needed. Typical drift of the required RF frequency for the compensation AOM is within 5 MHz.
To stabilize the phase ψ, we construct a Michelson in- terferometer along the optical path of the diagonal lattice with frequency stabilized 507 nm laser. The interferometer has two piezo electric transducer (PZT)-mountded mirrors one of which is shared with the lattice laser beam for phase stabilization, and another one for shifting the phase over the range 10π with stabilization kept active. The short-term stability of ψ is estimated to be ±0.007π. The last few optics in front of the chamber are outside of the active stabilization, which causes slow drift of ψ due to the change of environment such as temperature. The typical phase drift is 0.05π per hour, and all measurements of sequential data set are finished within 20 minutes from the last phase calibration.
At the proper phase parameters φ x = φ z = 0 and ψ = π/2, the potential depth at the center of each site becomes equal when V long = V short = V diag . In this condition, however, the energy offset E A becomes lower than E B and E C because of the difference in the zero-point energies. We search optimal V diag by single-particle band calculation (see also Supplementary Information for the derivation of Hubbard parameters).
Band occupation measurement and sublattice mapping
To measure the quasimomentum distribution of atoms, we turn off all the lattice potentials with a exponential form
with a time constant τ = 0.6 ms. The dipole trap is kept constant during band mapping for preventing movement of the trap center due to gravity and suddenly turned off at t = τ . Because of the relatively heavy mass of Yb, the existence of harmonic confinement imposes severe restriction on the choice of mapping time τ . We find τ > 1 ms causes considerable deformation of the distribution whereas τ > 1.5 ms is desirable to suppress interband transition. Due to this non-adiabaticity, up to 20% of atoms occupying a certain Brillouin zone are detected in its neighboring zones, depending on the shape of the observed quasimomentum distribution.
k,S , the Hamiltonian is diagonalized with respect to the momentum indices aŝ
Here T is the 3 × 3 matrix which couples each sublattice, given by 
Leaving only T Lieb , we have analytic expressions for the eigenvalues of the Lieb lattce with hopping to the nearest neighbors only, as
and the corresponding eigenfunctions
. To obtain experimentally relevant tight-binding parameters, we perform least-square fitting of the band dispersion obtained by diagonalizing T to the lowest three bands of the first principle calculations. This procedure gives the optimal hopping amplitudes which reproduce the actual band structures, as shown in Figures S2b and c . Dominant contribution other than the nearest neighbor hopping J comes from J BC and J AA . While the latter does not affect the flat band, J BC eliminates the dark states and causes finite dispersion of the flat band. The ratio J BC /J can be made smaller by increasing lattice depth, or adding another diagonal lattice along thex +ẑ direction.
To derive parameters such as on-site interactions, the above procedure is not sufficient and we need to construct Wannier functions. This involves ambiguity in the definition of the phase of each Bloch state, and we should choose the phase such that resulting Wannier functions are well localized and minimize non-Hubbard type interactions. Let (u
k,C ) (n = 1, 2, 3) to be the eigenvectors of T with the n-th energy band. The Bloch states obtained from the band calculations |k, n will be written as superposition of the sublattice momentum eigenstates |k, S =â † k,S |0 , in the form
Here θ(k, n) is unknown phase mentioned above. We follow the procedure similar to that described in [1] and choose the phase θ so that all Bloch states constructively interfere at the specific lattice site to give the localized Wannier function on that site:
where ψ (n)
k (x) is the Bloch wave function x|k, n . According to Bloch's theorem, the above expression actually does not depend on the choice of unit cell i = (k, l). For each k and n, we choose appropriate reference sublattice S ref where the Bloch state has the largest amplitude.
After all, the Wanner functions w i,S (x) can be obtained from the Bloch states as Figure S3a shows the calculated Wannier functions of the optical Lieb lattice derived by the above procedure. It can be seen that the three Wannier functions w 0,A , w 0,B and w 0,C are well localized at the site A, B and C of the unit cell i = (0, 0), respectively. It should be noted that, due to the difference in the confinement of potential wells, density at the (BC)-sublattice becomes higher than that of the A-sublattice. On-site interactions in the Hubbard model is proportional to the twodimensional average density n = dxdz|w i,S (x)| 4 of the Wannier functions. As shown in Fig. S3b , the sublattice dependence of n amounts to ∼ 20% for our lattice.
MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS IN COHERENT BAND TRANSFER
In the main paper, coherent transfer of a ground state BEC into the 2nd band of the Lieb lattice is analyzed with the quasimomentum distributions. Here, we show a bare momentum distribution in the transfer process, measured by direct time-of-flight experiment. As mentioned in the main paper, quasimomentum analysis cannot distinguish a condensate in the center of the 2nd band from that in the 3rd band. In contrast, these two states have quite different distributions in the momentum space, as shown in Fig. S4a . The 2nd band is characterized by the prominent peaks at k = (±2k L , 0) and (0, ±2k L ), and vanishing central peak due to the destructive interference of the wave function on the B-and Csublattices. The 3rd band is distinguished from the other bands by its large population at k = (±2k L , ±2k L ). Figure S4b shows the measured evolution of the momentum distribution of a BEC during the coherent transfer scheme. The initial state dramatically changes its distributions and the feature of the 2nd band is well reproduced around ∼ 40 µs. At each evolution time, the wave function of a BEC is well described by a certain superposition of the three eigenstates as
where the parameters c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , α and β are chosen to be real and satisfy 
Obtained evolutions of the band populations are plotted in Fig. S4c , which confirms the efficient transfer into the 2nd band and show agreement with band mapping measurement in the main paper. Rather scattered data points might be due to the fitting to small coherent peaks whose intensities are largely affected by the background noise, or the systematic contribution from the higher energy bands.
EFFECT OF INTERACTIONS ON INTER-SUBLATTICE OSCILLATIONS OF A BEC
In Fig. 4c of the main paper, we compare the measured frequencies of inter-sublattice oscillations of a BEC with the relevant band gaps obtained by single particle band calculations. Systematic deviation from the prediction is found especially in the regime of small s diag . We experimentally examine the effect of interactions on the oscillation frequencies by changing total atom number of a BEC, at several diagonal lattice depths shown in Fig. S5a .
Assuming that the system is locally uniform, introduction of a local chemical potential µ(r) = µ − V (r) leads to the expression of the total atom number N = d 3 r n(µ(r)), where V (r) is an external harmonic confinement and n(µ) is the density averaged over a unit cell. For a uniform, weakly interacting BEC, the chemical potential has a linear dependence on atomic density, leading to N 2/5 dependence of the central density n(0). Therefore, we plot the observed oscillation frequency as a function of N 2/5 in Fig. S5 . For each case, an extrapolation to the zero density seems to reproduce the expected band gap. Remaining errors of ∼ 200 Hz can be accounted by uncertainty in the calibration of the lattice depths. Systematic errors in the oscillation measurements can also come from finite lifetime (∼ 1 ms) of a condensate in the excited bands, which matters especially in the low frequency modes.
Whereas the negative shifts of the oscillation frequencies are observed in small s diag , the shifts turn into positive around the Lieb lattice condition s diag = 9.5. This tendency can be qualitatively explained by considering the density distribution of each band. For small s diag , E A becomes much lower than E B and E C and the wave function of the lowest band concentrates on the A-sublattice, whereas the 2nd and 3rd bands have population in both the B-and C-sublattices. The existence of a repulsive interaction shifts the energy upwards by a greater amount for the lowest band, leading to the reduction of the gaps to the higher bands. On the other hand, at s diag ∼ 9.5 the ground state wave function spreads over all sublattices and the amount of energy shift will decrease. The oscillations frequencies may depend on the initial preparation, i.e., the fraction of each eigenstate. The initial conditions for the measurement in 
